
AGM
=/\=/\=/\= RESUME MISSION =/\=/\=/\=

Ens. Morrell
::in Engineering::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engineering:  Report!

Doctor Othis
::on the planet, with the injured miners::

Captain Lewis
::waiting to meet with the rest of the renegades::

AGM
<Teff> ::looks at Lewis::  When is my Runabout going to be here?

Ltjg Ber
::placing containment field around jt21b::

Heinlein
@:::In Cavern with others :::

Captain Lewis
Teff: It should be arriving at anymoment now

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  We've almost got all the miners out of the gield

Lt. Murphy
@::examining sulfur vein:::

Ltjg Ber
::better up the GW-age on this one, just in case::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Let's get the last 10 out.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Mitchell:  Not sure sir, I'm on my way to investigate right now.

AGM
<communication is possible, scans are not>

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::starts pulling the last few miners out of the field::

Ens. Morrell
::exits Engineering and heads off towards the Jeffries Tube::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Morrell: Acknowledged, let me know ASAP

Doctor Othis
::hits head::,  ::thinks::the field must be disrupting the universal translator, i thought she said gield

Cmdr. French
$ :: Starting to actually love klingon Opera ::

Heinlein
@:::Tries to read Teff and his emotional state::

Ltjg Ber
::lets see, have to reroute these scanners around that thing::

Ens. Morrell
::enters Jeffries Tube and pulls out a tricorder::

AGM
@ <Teff> Lewis: Now that you have your injured miners and my Runabout is on it's way, it's come time to negotiate for the latinum.  ::he smiles::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Mitchell how long until the runabout gets here?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::pulls last miner out::

Cmdr. Mitchell
French: Mr. French, keep me posted on the runabout.

Ens. Morrell
:scans Jeffries Tube while walking down it::

Doctor Othis
@Landt: I'll go up the ship with the wounded

Captain Lewis
@::smiles warily at Teff:: so be it ....

Captain Lewis
@Teff: where is the rest of your group?

Ltjg Ber
{#} Morell: Let me know when your next to the containment field, I'll lower it for you

Ens. Morrell
::tricorder starts going wild::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO:  Capt. I'm working on that now

Heinlein
@<whispers>Captain : Captain he is very nervous as if he is a wanted man with someone on his trail and knows it::

AGM
@<Teff> ::smiles::  They are around, making sure that the countdown is not interrupted.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Geneva:  Please beam up Lt. Othis and the injured miners up to sickbay.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Mitchell:  Sir, I can't get a reading on it right now.  I'm going to get Lt. Ber to lower the field and try it again.

Captain Lewis
@Teff: what is the countdown now?

Captain Lewis
@::eyes security team members::

AGM
@<Teff> ::smiles:: 2 hours.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Morrell: Acknowledged

Ens. Morrell
{#}Ber: Lt. Ber, I am next to the containment field now.

Ltjg Ber
::starts tapping keys::lets see.....::

Doctor Othis
::prepares for transport::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: what sort of device have you planted..can you at least tell us that?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I'll stay here just in case.  Since the miners are all stabalized, I think you can handle it alone.

Ltjg Ber
{#}Morell: ok, lowering

Doctor Othis
Landt: aye

Cmdr. French
$ :: Getting numb legs ::

AGM
@ <Teff> ::paces around:: Which is more than enough time to load the latinum into my Runabout.

Cmdr. Mitchell
French:  Mr. French?

Captain Lewis
@Teff: may I ask why you need so much latinum?

Doctor Othis
@{#} Geneva TR: Standing by to beam up

Captain Lewis
@::eyes surroundings::

Ltjg Ber
::ok, reroute circuit 3g to 7e and overload the powercoupling, there, I think i have it::

Heinlein
@:::<whispers> Captain: He is not sure of his people or they are not even present

AGM
@ <Teff> THAT.... is none of your business.  ::getting annoyed::

Captain Lewis
@::watches Teff::

Doctor Othis
{transporter} ::arives in sickbay, and begins working::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::watches them dematerialize and goes back to the captain::

Captain Lewis
@::<w>:: I also don't trust him...keep your ears open

Captain Lewis
@::nods to dr Landt:

Captain Lewis
Teff: shall we proceed?

Heinlein
@:::tries to sense whast he is hidding ::

AGM
@ <Teff>  LEWIS.  Enough of your whispering and plotting!  Leave here and send me the Runabout and my latinum.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Capt. Lewis:  <w>:  Sir, the miners and Lt. Othis have transported back to the ship.

Ltjg Ber
CO: I have partial sensors now, but, short range only, can't get to the planet yet, making progress

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} DR: DOC, we've received your patients

Cmdr. French
$ :: Tries to reach a  small comm panel ::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Ber:  Sir, the field just deactivated..

Ltjg Ber
::oh  bother::

Captain Lewis
Teff: Plotting?  I was merely trying to assertain the runabouts position

Doctor Othis
Sickbay staff: alright listen up! we need all of these wounded treated . . . 

AGM
@ <Teff>  Once I am safely away I'll send you the disarming codes for the bomb.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Mitchell:  Lt. Othis will take it from here.

Ens. Morrell
::scans object again::

Captain Lewis
@Teff:  we have yet to discuss your demands

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Dr.: Acknowledged

Ltjg Ber
:: reactivates containment field::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: you still have yet to discuss what it is you plan on doing?

Captain Lewis
@::looks around::

Ltjg Ber
{#}Morell: ok, field active, don't step back!

Cmdr. French
$ :: This damn comm-panel is just out of reach ... hhhhmmmpfff ::

Doctor Othis
{#} to all standby sickbay staff: Report to sickbay, Medical emergency

Heinlein
@::Senses Teff's nervous frustration mixed with hope and aniety::

AGM
@<Teff>  I plan on getting on my Runabout, taking my latinum and my men and leaving.

Ens. Morrell
{#}  Acknowledged Lt. Ber.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} DR. Othos:  Sick bay, advise on the status of your patients as soon as you make an assessment.

Ens. Morrell
{#} Mitchell:  Sir, the object appears to be an explosive device.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::watches the captain negotiate with Teff::

Cmdr. French
$ :: Reaches the Com-panel and starts to broadcast ::

Captain Lewis
@Teff:::looks him in the eye::  the runabout should be arriving shortly...we had to wait for the latinum to be delivered

Doctor Othis
{#} Mitchell: i'll have a report for you in 10 minutes

Heinlein
@;;;tries to determine how many confederastes Teff has::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: ::looks around:: i don't see any of your men? where are they?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Morrell: Have you deactivated it yet?

Ltjg Ber
::ok, If I divert some power from.......Whoa........::

Doctor Othis
::helps a miner with a broken wrist::

AGM
@<Teff>  You have 30 minutes to get that latinum loaded.  Otherwise I'll blow this whole place up now.

Captain Lewis
@Teff: and you along with it

Cmdr. French
$ {hailing} USS Geneva, This is Cder French, Serial ID 34190763/MHF .... please respond ...

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Othos: Acknowledged

Ltjg Ber
{#} Morell: I am detecting a trilithium signature on that thing, better watch it very closely!!

Ens. Morrell
{#}Mitchell: No.  I've never seen anything like it before.  In fact, I'm not even sure if deactivation is possible.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::wishes she could put Teff in sickbay::

Cmdr. French
$ {hailing} USS Geneva, This is Cder French, Serial ID 34190763/MHF .... please respond ...

AGM
@ <Teff>  True.  ::smiles:: But that's what one risks when one is a Renegade

Captain Lewis
@{#}Bridge this is Captain lewis...status on the latinum shipment?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} French: Go ahead, Mr. French

Heinlein
@:::Wishes the same thing as Doctor::

Ens. Morrell
::scans closer::

Ltjg Ber
::links to Morells tricorder::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO: How much you want, Capt.

Ltjg Ber
{#}Morell: running that thru the computer

Captain Lewis
@{#} 10,000 strips ::Looks at Teff:: that was the amount was it not?

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::nods:: That it was.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} CO: We can transport it directly to you when you are ready to receive it.

Cmdr. French
<test>

Doctor Othis
::after the medical emergency is over, sits at desk with a cup of tea and writes a report::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Mitchell - has it arrived?

Ens. Morrell
::oh great:: {#}Mitchell:  Sir, the device appears to just be emitting signals that make it first appear to be an explosive device.

Heinlein
@::::watches Teff for any opening in his guard::

Ltjg Ber
::recalibrates sensor wavelengths::

Captain Lewis
@{#} It should be coming via freighter

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Aye, Capt.  ::reluctant to ship the latnium::

Doctor Othis
::looks around the room:: Room: good job everybody, stand down medical emergency

AGM
@ <Teff> ::pacing::  Lewis:  Lead me to MY Runabout.

Captain Lewis
@{#}was commander French aboard with  the Lantinum?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}morrell: And?

Lt. Murphy
@::still pacing around the surface looking out over a ledge::

Captain Lewis
@Teff:: ::holds up hand: in a moment ....as soon as it is here...ahh where are the rest of your men?

Heinlein
@:::Prepares to follow behind Teff :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Yes, Mr. French is aboard the freighter

Ltjg Ber
::tracers working::

Captain Lewis
@{#} Thank you --let me know as soon as the runabout is close..

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::prepares to follow captain::

Ens. Morrell
::thinks::  {#}Mitchell: I think that I could deactivate it, but I need to get it in Engineering first.  However, I would like Lt. Ber's opinion before I try to move it.

Captain Lewis
@{#} Lewis out

AGM
@ <Teff>  Lewis:  Where my men are is of no concern to you.  I am in control here.

Captain Lewis
::looks at Teff: you see..... it is going as quickly as possible

Doctor Othis
{#}Mitchell and lewis: Sickbay Reporting no deaths, and no critical injuries. my official report will be on your desk in the morning .  . . Othis out  

Heinlein
@:::Senses Deception in Teff's voice and manner :::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Morrell: proceed, but carefully, I need you to do a few other things when you're done.

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::walks off a bit to a dark corner of the cavern::

Ltjg Ber
::ok, lets try to dig a little deeper and look at the circuitry::

Ens. Morrell
{#}Acknowledged, Morrell out.

Cmdr. French
$ {hailing} USS Geneva, This is Cder French, Serial ID 34190763/MHF .... please respond ...

Captain Lewis
Teff: now ....before i ship order the lantinum beamed down....we need to discuss the explosive devices

Ens. Morrell
{#}Ber:  Lt.  Can you come down here for a sec?  I need your help with something.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}French: Go ahead, Mr. French, you're cleared to come aboard.

Heinlein
@:::Looks into dark Corner where Teff has gone ::

Captain Lewis
@::wonders where that runabout is::

Doctor Othis
::Talking to a miner:: we'll have quarters assigned to you for the time being, some of you will have to stay here.

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::communicating with his fellows::

Captain Lewis
@::begins to walk toward the coordinates of the landing::

Captain Lewis
@::watches Teff::

Cmdr. French
{#} Mitchell : Glad to hear that Cmdr .. but you'll have to haul me aboard ... a probe class 8 is not as maneuvarable as I'd like it to be ....

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::follows captain::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}CO: Capt., the runabout should be there momentarily

AGM
Action:  An Explosion is heard in the vicinity of where Lt. Murphy once stood on the surface of the planet.

Captain Lewis
@{#}  aye....on my way now...thank you...lewis out

Heinlein
@:::analyses signal strength, frequency and direction :::

Doctor Othis
::listens to a miner tell a story about his injury:: 

Captain Lewis
::Looks up::

Captain Lewis
::Looks toward teff and the others::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::flinches at the sound::

Cmdr. French
${#} Mitchell : And I have some ...... valuable ... I think you're waiting for ....

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::comes back from the darkness, confusion on his face::

Captain Lewis
Teff: WHAT was that?!!

Heinlein
@(#) Ber: This is the data you may need on the transmission he just made to his confederates ::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}French: Consider yourself "hauled in""

Lt. McDowell
::wakes up in quarters, listening to the late ringing of his alarm:: What?!?!? 2027 hours?!?!?!

Ltjg Ber
::drive me nutz::

Lt. McDowell
::gets up, immediately dresses, and rushes to Engineering::

AGM
@ <Teff>  I've had enough of you and your crew snooping around my mines.  No more.  If the explosive had blown up we would not be here talking.

Captain Lewis
@{#} Lewis to the bridge  a small explosion was just heard.. can you isolate it ?

Ltjg Ber
{#} heinlein: downloading

AGM
@ <Teff>  Lewis:  Take me to the Runabout.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Chief, can you come help me?  I'm in the Jeffries Tube with the device.

Doctor Othis
{#}Dr. Landt: do you require my assistance on the planet, i am through up here

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engr.:  Bring the Class 8 aboard

Lt. McDowell
	{#} Ber: Status of the device?

Captain Lewis
@::Looks agrily at Teff:: some of my crew were in that area..if any of them were hurt...::waits for response::

Cmdr. French
${#} Mitchell : Copy that. Wilco

Lt. McDowell
{#} Morrell: Gimme a moment.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@Capt:  permision to go to the surface to check out the explosion.

Ltjg Ber
{#} McDowell: Morell is working on it

Cmdr. Mitchell
Ber:  Can you assist the Capt?

Heinlein
@:::approaches Teff :::

AGM
@ <Teff>  Then they brought their death upon themselves.  ::sneers::

Captain Lewis
::waits impatiently::

Ltjg Ber
Appears to be a trilithium device beamed on board by a dimensional shift

Lt. McDowell
::enters Deck 12, and into the tube::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::runs toward explosion hoping no one was hurt::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: and you bring these negotiations to new avenues

Cmdr. French
${$} Mitchell : I'll need a security detail and your presence to acknowledge reception of my cargo.

Captain Lewis
@:::sees runabout landing::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::Finds Lt. Murphy's dead body::

Heinlein
@:::Gets behind Teff::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: there is your runabout.....get your people to it now

AGM
@ <Teff>  I am not responsible for you and your crew nosing around.  ::looks at the Runabout and begins walking towards it::

Ltjg Ber
CO: the circuitry doesn't match, seems to be a ruse!!!

Lt. McDowell
::enters where Morrell is:: Status?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
@::starts emergency procedures::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}  Geneva:  2 for Emergency transport to sickbay.

AGM
@<Teff> ::as he walks to the Runabout he pulls out a small device and speaks into it.::

Heinlein
@:::looks at Captain as if to ask what she prefers him to do let him go or a nerve pinch ? ::

Ltjg Ber
{#}McDowell: the device seems to be a fake, the circuitry doesn't seem to do anything

Doctor Othis
::Medical console alerts othis of the medical emergency::

Captain Lewis
@::holds in anger::  You still have not given us reason for giving you the latinum.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  I am about to attempt to move the device to Engineering for deactivation...

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} Security: Security detachment to SB#1

Lt. McDowell
{#} Ber: Thank you.

Doctor Othis
Landt{#} i am geting a medical emergency alert, whats going on down there?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{Beam}  ::arrives in sickbay::

AGM
@ <Teff> ::looks at Lewis::  If you do not give me the latinum I will not give yuo the abort codes.

Lt. McDowell
::takes out Tricorder, and places it into the network right before the device:: Go ahead.

Ltjg Ber
::interesting feedback loop circuitry, though::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Landt: report!

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Lt. Murphy has been caught in the explosion on the surface.

Doctor Othis
::hears the transporter and turns around::

Ltjg Ber
::deactivates containment field::

Captain Lewis
@{#} Bridge prepare to deliver the latinum

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#}Capt:  Lt.  Murphy is critically injured.

Ens. Morrell
{#}TR 1:  Lock on to the signal from Chief McDowell's tricorder and transport the device to Main Engineering.

Doctor Othis
::begins tricorder scans::

Heinlein
@:::relaxes somewhat as Teff walks towards craft ::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::tries to save Murphy::

Captain Lewis
@::hangs head::  {#}  get him to sick bay on the double and inform me of his status

Ens. Morrell
<TR Tech> {#}Morrell: Acknowledged..  Initiating transport now..

Doctor Othis
::runs to the replacator:: 50cc Hypo-thazine

Cmdr. Dresden
::enters the bridge::status report?

Doctor Othis
::runs back to murphy::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}French:  Mr. French, we need that latnium delivered ASAP

Cmdr. French
:: Arrives in SB1 and unflods from the probe casing ::

Ltjg Ber
::deactivates all but one homing beacon::

Captain Lewis
@::looks to Teff: your lantinum is on it's way.......

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::Murphy jolts and flatlines and is dead::

Doctor Othis
::hands the hypo to Doctor Landt::

Ens. Morrell
{transporter}

Doctor Othis
::gets the cortical stimulators::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::smiles and looks at the Runabout::

Cmdr. French
{#} Mitchell : I am in Shuttle Bay one ... the Latinium is aboard the probe but I need you to Ok it's delivery

Doctor Othis
::ataches them murphys head::

Ens. Morrell
<TR Tech> {#}Morrell:  Sir, the transport is complete.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::puts the cordical on murphy and activates it with no avail::

Captain Lewis
@::looks around to the crew::

AGM
Action:  Two figures join Teff on the surface, one a Romulan, and the other a Human.

Heinlein
@Captain : Captain might I suggest he might find it profitable to remain an extra five minutes or so to make sure that all is correct ?

Captain Lewis
@::loooks to Teff:: the abort codes??

Ens. Morrell
McDowell: Chief, the object is now in engineering.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::Murphy dies::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#} French: Make it so!

Ltjg Ber
CO: The sensors seem to be coming back on line again

Lt. McDowell
::speaking back to him while he crawls out:: Well, let's go.

AGM
@ <Teff> If I give you the abort codes now I won't make it out alive.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::takes off cordical stimulator::

Ltjg Ber
::damn::

Ens. Morrell
::follows after Chief McDowell::

Doctor Othis
::looks up at doctor Landt::

Lt. McDowell
::gets out, and enters the nearest TL::

Ltjg Ber
computer: run a level one diagnostic on sensors again

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::smiles sardonically::  As an honest Renegade, I give you my word that once I'm safely away I'll send you those codes.

Captain Lewis
@Teff: how do i know you will give us the correct codes? once you and your people leave.....

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engr: Report?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
{#} Capt:  Sir, Lt. Murphy has died.  His injuries were too extensive.

Ens. Morrell
::still following::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at Othis and hangs her head::

Doctor Othis
::Relaxes onto the floor, and sits there for a while::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::holds up his right hand like he's making a pledge::

Captain Lewis
@::sighs::@{#}Landt thank you ...Lewis out

Lt. McDowell
{#} Mitchell: Sir, the device has been successfully transferred to Main Engineering.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I'll be in my office

Heinlein
@Teff: what assurance is that from someone such as your self who's own family has disowned him ?

Lt. McDowell
{#} Mitchell: Ensign Morrell and I are en route there, where we'll figure out how the thing ticks.

Doctor Othis
Landt: I'll deal with the body

Captain Lewis
@Teff: I wish no further bloodshed.....shall we proceed???

AGM
@ <Teff> Heinlein:  My family?  ::looks at the 2 other Renegades with them::  This is my family.

Ltjg Ber
<Computer>Ber: sensors and scanners are working within normal parameters

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::sits in her office with her head down while an ensign puts the battered body of Lt. Murphy into stasis::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::nods::  Lewis:   Lead the way.

Cmdr. Mitchell
{transporter} ::latinum is transported to planet::

Ltjg Ber
::ok, lets try to scan the planet::

Captain Lewis
@::looks at team::: ::motions them:: ok...lets go

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::gets up and sits down by Lt. Othis::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  You ok Martell?

Captain Lewis
@::sees the Latinum:: ::looks disgustedly at teff:: well there it is...

Lt. McDowell
::enters ENG::

Ens. Morrell
::enters Engineering and goes over to the device::

Heinlein
@<whispers > Captain :we might rattle him if we concentrate on his being disowned by his family ::

Captain Lewis
@Teff: shall we proceed?

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}McDowell: Acknowledged, keep me advised.

Cmdr. Dresden
Takes up position in the XO chair::

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Don't we have something stronger than a regular tricorder down here?

Doctor Othis
::Stares for a minute::Landt: I never realy knew the guy . .  .

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::bows::  Thanks!  ::looks at the Runabout::  Lewis:  Open it up.

Captain Lewis
@<w> we want no further riles...let him get his lantinum and his crew out of here....

Captain Lewis
@::looks at Teff::  ::walks toward runabout::

Cmdr. French
:: After clearing the Security Detail French makes his way towards the bridge, noting that the Ship is at red alert ::

Heinlein
@::Nods::

Lt. McDowell
::walks over to the main console::

Captain Lewis
@::opens the hatch::

Ltjg Ber
::randomly scatters sensor radiation wave lengths::

Doctor Othis
::stand up and walks to the desk in the corner of the sickbay office::

Captain Lewis
@::motions to Teff::

Cmdr. French
:: Entering the Brdge ::

Lt. McDowell
::brings online the internal sensors::

AGM
@<Teff>  ::orders the other human renegade into the Runabout to check things out::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::thinks he wants to be alone and goes back to her office::

Captain Lewis
@Teff:  i suggest you call your people ..you have everything you asked for...

Ens. Morrell
::loads one of his modified scanner programs on his tricorder and scans the device again::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::writes up the death report with a sad heart::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::looks at the small device in his hand and hands it to Lewis:: This will tell you how much time is remaining until the bomb will detonate.

Heinlein
@Teff: that is a big haul you going to need assistance with that ?

Cmdr. Mitchell
::gets out of chair and moves back to FCO::

Ltjg Ber
::inserts tachion particle scanner and piggybacks onto sensor array::

Ens. Morrell
::shocked expression appears on his face and a slight gasp escapes from his mouth::

Cmdr. French
Mitchel : Cmder French  ... reporting as ordered Sir .

Lt. McDowell
::runs through some checks of it, then looks at Morrell::

Lt. McDowell
You see what I see?

Captain Lewis
:;watches as teff examines the runabout::

Ens. Morrell
::whispers:: McDowell: Sir, this device is a fake!

AGM
@ <Human-Renegade> ::comes out and gives Teff a thumbs up::

Captain Lewis
::lets out a breath::

Lt. McDowell
McDowell: Yup. A box of metal filled with wires.

Doctor Othis
::writes a report:: ::walks it over to Doctor Landt's Desk::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::relinquishes command to the acting XO::

Doctor Othis
::hands over the report::

Ltjg Ber
XO: i have the senasors online

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Yup.  You gonna tell Cmdr. Mitchell, or should I?

Lt. McDowell
{#} Mitchell: Sir, after doing a complete internal scan of the device, we've determined it to be a fake.

Cmdr. Mitchell
French:  Welcome aboard Commander.

Cmdr. Dresden
::takes command of the ship from mitchell::

AGM
@ <Teff>  ::smiles wickedly::  It has been a pleasure... ::looks her up and down::  If only the circumstances had been different.  ::begins laughing as he walks into the Runabout::

Cmdr. French
:: Ooopsss , Turns to Dresden :: Sir ?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at Othis and takes the report::  Do you want to talk about it?

Doctor Othis
Landt: Doctor . . . is this your first sickbay command.

Cmdr. French
:: Smiles and shrugs at Mitchell :: <w> Thanks

AGM
Action:  The Renegades board the Runabout and begin the launch sequence.

Cmdr. Dresden
Looks to French::take your station, Cmdr.  We may need your help soon.

Doctor Othis
::sits in the a chair::

Cmdr. Dresden
French: ...and welcome aboard.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  No, I was in command on two previous vessels.

Heinlein
@:::Watches Runabout start launch sequencing ::

Ltjg Ber
XO: i read 5 renegades, one is a romulan

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Sir, I would advise to be prepared to emergency beamout of the AT

Cmdr. French
Dresden : Aye ... :: Heads Toward Tac and starts to run a Concole check ::

Captain Lewis
@{#} Dresdan: the runabout is preparing for take off....please do not interferre.......::quietly:: run that scan and find those explosives now!

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: We've got the runabout covered....

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Encase the thing in a field, just in case. ::takes out a hand phaser::

Ltjg Ber
::scans planet::

Doctor Othis
::sips tea and looks around the room:: i was in command of this sickbay during the borg invasion . . . 

AGM
Action:  The Runabout launches and leaves orbit of the planet using manuevering thrusters.

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Chief, is Lt. Ber going to be monitoring the runabout signals, or should I?

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: good idea, lock onto the AT.

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan: open hailing frequencies with the runa bout and get those abort codes ASAP!

Ens. Morrell
Computer: Encase the device in a statis field, level 3.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}: Aye Captain...

Ltjg Ber
{#} Morell: i have them

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::listens, thinks he needs to get some things off his chest::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::logs onto the runabout to trace it's course::

Ens. Morrell
<Computer> Morrell:  Task completed.

Cmdr. Dresden
French: can you locate the explosive device on the scanners?

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  What is that phaser for?

Captain Lewis
@::looks to security:  Prepare your team to disarm the exploseives

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: He will be. ::fires phaser into the thing, reducing it to molten metal::

Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... Ship at Red Alert, Shields up at 95 % nominal, Weapons bank up on defensive , nose cold. Looking for explosive device now ...

Ens. Morrell
::grins slightly::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::lays in a pursuit course for when the AT is back aboard::

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Thing's scrap metal for all its worth.

Ltjg Ber
@{#}Cap: i have it, about 1/2 a kilometer from your postion west

Cmdr. Dresden
::smiles at French's efficiency::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I wasn't around when the borg attacked

Captain Lewis
@::looks to Security team: OK let's go move !

Doctor Othis
 . . . I remeber I lost  3 patients . . . but 9 i didn't even see, they were sucked out into space . . . 

Cmdr. French
XO :  Device located ... position grid 14.9 , it's about 10mn west of the AT location.

Cmdr. Dresden
Cmdr. Mitchell:  do you still have the runabout?

Lt. McDowell
::turns around in chair, facing other console, and begins reinitialization of some other systems that were just recently repaired::

Ltjg Ber
@{#} Cap: scan for trilithium compounds

AGM
<Teff> {hailing} ::hails the Geneva from the runabout::

Captain Lewis
@::runs toward coordinates::

Heinlein
@::Runs west :::

Cmdr. Dresden
French: relay that information to the AT.

Doctor Othis
. . . i guess its part of the Trill condition, can't mourn what you cant see

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: You bet I do, they'll not get away that easy.

Cmdr. French
Dresden : Aye Sir

Ens. Morrell
McDowell:  Chief, I'm going to go up to the bridge and see if I can help Lt. Ber.

Captain Lewis
@::looks at counselor and others.....we can beam all unecessary personall back oh bouard::

Ens. Morrell
::turns and heads towards the exit::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: When I say I've got em covered, I mean in spades!!!!

Ltjg Ber
XO: I have the runabout, it's trying to hide in the polar magnetic field

Heinlein
@Captain: Captain  you may need me there 

Lt. McDowell
Morrell: Have fun. ::gets up and walks to another console::

Captain Lewis
@::gets to site of given coordinates::

Doctor Othis
::Stands up and walks over to desk:: ::puts his feet up and begins working::

Captain Lewis
::checks chrono::

Ens. Morrell
::walks through the doors and enters TB:: Computer

AGM
<Teff> ::hails the Geneva again wondering if they want the abort codes::  {Hailing}

Heinlein
@Arrives on site :::

Ens. Morrell
Computer: Bridge.

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: good, I want that runabout as soon as the explosive device is disarmed.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks at murphy::  I know what it's like.  I lost my father before I ever knew him.

Cmdr. French
{#} CO : The device is grid 14.9 Sir . 10 mn from your position due west.

Cmdr. French
XO : Sir ... hailing form the runabout.

Captain Lewis
@{#}  DResdan:  those abort codes???!!!

Ens. Morrell
::the TB comes to a stop and Morrell exits onto the bridge just in time to hear the runabout hail::

Cmdr. Dresden
French: on speakers.

Ens. Morrell
::goes and stands next to Lt. Ber::

Captain Lewis
@{#}  French:: we're almost there..

Ltjg Ber
Morell: keep an eye on the homing devices, wouldya

Heinlein
@::runs the last few mns ::

Ens. Morrell
Ber:  of course Lt.

Captain Lewis
@Sec: who is the arms expert here?   we may need to start on them before we get the codes

Cmdr. Mitchell
::performs minor course correction, in fact, manuveures towards polar orbit::

Doctor Othis
::talking across the office while reading a padd:: its funny, we grieve for Murphy . . .

Lt. McDowell
::reads a fluctuation in gelpac 92T. Opens up the bulkhead behind him::

Ens. Morrell
::goes over to the monitor and starts to watch the readings from the homing devices::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: Captain, we will leave an open mike.  If there is any sign of the device going off, I want to be able to pull you out of there.

AGM
<Teff> COM:  I'm transmitting you the abort codes for the explosive on the planet.

Cmdr. French
XO : Hailing form the runabout Sir ...

Doctor Othis
 . . . But no grievence for the trillions of other life forms, dying in the universe

Ltjg Ber
Morell: i shut down 3 outta four, just in case they read our scans

Cmdr. Dresden
French: on speakers

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan:  understood.....and...thank you..!

Ltjg Ber
They will find the easy one first

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  He is the 1st person to die on the Geneva.

Captain Lewis
::looks at team::  we're running out of time..

AGM
<Teff>  COM:  You are on your own.  ::he begins laughing as he cuts the COM and speeds to warp:: {warp}

Cmdr. Dresden
Mitchell: have the TR prepare for an emergency beamout of the AT.

Ens. Morrell
Ber: Acknowledged.  We can reactive them if need, right?  And that was the plan...

Ltjg Ber
yup

Cmdr. Dresden
to self: Damn...

Heinlein
@:::Rolls rock out of way exposing the device :::

Captain Lewis
@{#} Dresdan:  THE CODES!!!

Lt. McDowell
What in hell?!?! ::reads warp signature from runabout::

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: Aye, sir

Captain Lewis
@::looks at device::

Ens. Morrell
Ber:  Lt, what is the range?

Ltjg Ber
XO: We still have their warp signature

Captain Lewis
@Heinlen:: run a scan on this

Ltjg Ber
91032.6999

Ens. Morrell
XO:  Sir, we are about to loss contact with our homing devices if we don't go after them..

Cmdr. Dresden
French, Mitchell: kepp her tracked as best you can.

Lt. McDowell
::runs out of engineering::

Heinlein
@:::Runs a scan on device::::

Cmdr. Dresden
Ber: Good, keep monitering that Warp sig.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  How long have you served as a medical officer?

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein: can we abort it without the codes?

Doctor Othis
Landt: but, work goes on. and there is a room full of miners out there. we should assign them quarters for the night.

Ens. Morrell
{#}McDowell:  Can you increase our range from down there?

Lt. McDowell
{#} XO: Transferring to Bridge. I may be able to crack the abort codes.

Ltjg Ber
XO: no problem

Lt. McDowell
{#} Morrell: Nope, we're at full range.

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: Sir, what is your status?

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Let's leave that to Ops.

Cmdr. Mitchell
XO: I've still got it, but they're heading for the Romulan NZ

Lt. McDowell
::enters TL:: Bridge, full track!

Ltjg Ber
:: i opened the plasma coil a little::

Heinlein
@:::looks at Readings of Device :: Captain It could blow a Quarter of the planet away 

Doctor Othis
::walking to the main sickbay:: Landt: 2 years

Captain Lewis
@{#}XO: we are at the site of the explosives....can scanners pick up any other devices besides the ones we see?

Captain Lewis
@::looks nervously around::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I'm sure Mr. Dresden will be able to find quarters for them.

Cmdr. Dresden
French: are you picking up any other devices?

Ltjg Ber
XO: negative, sir no other devices readable

Doctor Othis
::presses some buttons and walks back into the office::

Heinlein
@Captain : unless I am really lucky in the next few minutes and I wouldn't count on it we need the codes

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othisa

Lt. McDowell
::arrives at Bridge:: Ber: Switch the one online transponder to the one located on the exterior hull, next to the warp core.

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan:  we are going to attempt to disarm it....give me a reading of its type and usual disarming pattern ASAP!

Doctor Othis
Landt: yes doctor, landt?

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: No sir, no other devices detected...sir, time is of the essence if we are to capture the terrorists.

Ltjg Ber
Aye Sir::panel 3 46g

Ens. Morrell
::smiles at the realization that the one near the warp core was his idea::

Lt. McDowell
::sits at Engineering station, bringing online the standard bomb-cracking system::

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan-no fear they won't get too far...the schimatics please!

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares to warp out on a seconds notice::

Ens. Morrell
::wonders if he should help McDowell or Ber::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  Oh, I was just wondering...never mind

Heinlein
@Captain : Captain , Look at its internal structure ...this is as if someone read our manuals and got rid of every weak point

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: I am having the information you requested sent now::looks to Ops to send info, Ops responds::

Captain Lewis
@{#} ::looks at Heinlein:: damned....

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Engr.: Prepare to go to warp 9, as soon as we get the AT back aboard

Lt. McDowell
::starts typing, while 3D renderings of the bomb's internal network flashes on the screen::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::goes back into office and gets started on some reports::

Ltjg Ber
Morell: I can get ensign Youdoit to assist me, you may report to engineering

Captain Lewis
@{#}Dresdan--great...it has been tampered with ..it's not gonna be easy

Ltjg Ber
remember, i'm betazoid

Captain Lewis
@Heinlein:  Hand me your tricorder

Ens. Morrell
Ber:  Acknowledge.  McDowell:  Chief, I'm going to down to engineering to see if I can do something there..

Doctor Othis
Landt: if you say so ::pauses:: ::thinks about human pycology class:: ::turns:: Landt: No, go on tell me

Heinlein
@Captain : Might I suggest we beam out and tractor this thing off planet some distance away ?

Ens. Morrell
::enters TB and rides it down to engineering:;

Ltjg Ber
youdoit: report to SS2

Lt. McDowell
{#} CO: Captain, send me EVERYTHING you've scanned in from those explosives.

Captain Lewis
@::DAMN:  THe timer has just speeded up!!

Ltjg Ber
<Youdoit> Ber: acknowledged

Ens. Morrell
::enters engineering::

Captain Lewis
@{#}dresdan:  Done!

Heinlein
@{#} McDowell : Here it comes

Ens. Morrell
Engineering:  I want at least Warp 9 on my mark.

Ltjg Ber
XO: You want the device on this ship or beam it out into space??

Ens. Morrell
<Eng Tech> Warp 9 at your discretion sir.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I was just wondering...do you know your father?

Lt. McDowell
::watches different structural views on the screen:: Okay...Diaducer countdown sequencer.

Captain Lewis
::watches counter go crazy::

Captain Lewis
::Looks at Heinlein::

Lt. McDowell
Failsafe override has been tampered...

Cmdr. Mitchell
{#}Morrell: Acknowledged

Cmdr. Dresden
Cmdr. Mitchell: Have the AT beamed on board and have them beam that device out into space.

Ens. Morrell
{#}Mitchell:  Sir, warp 9 is now available on your command.  Just say the word and then punch it! 

Lt. McDowell
::types a few wierd codes into the program::

Heinlein
@{#}McDowell :Something is making the counter go Mad 

Captain Lewis
@::sees counter down to 15 minutes::

Ltjg Ber
:;locks onto device::

Cmdr. Mitchell
::begins plotiing course out of asteroid belt::

Ltjg Ber
XO: ready to beam, sir

Captain Lewis
@Damned! @{#} bridge can you lock on the device?

Lt. McDowell
{#} Heinlien: Acknowledged. I see that. Would you mind punching in... ::reads figures:: the sequence &A=5328*C=665?

Ltjg Ber
XO: lock confirmed

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}CO: were are preparing to beam the device out into space captain, I recomend you prepare for transpost and let us take the safer precautions.

Doctor Othis
Landt: yes of course I do . . . or do I. I am sorry this usualy happens to Trill in there first 3 years of "Yosti" Being joined.  . . 

Captain Lewis
@{#} ::Looks at heilein:: Aye Dresdan...:

Doctor Othis
I am confusing a father of a previous host

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:  I never knew my father...

Captain Lewis
@::looks at AT:: prepare for beam out

Captain Lewis
@{#} Dresdan: beam me directly to the bridge please....

Ltjg Ber
:;finger on the button::

Cmdr. Mitchell
{transporter}  ::beams AT back aboard the Geneva

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
Othis:...he was murdered...

Lt. McDowell
::eyes begin to hurt as the renderings flash at him::

Cmdr. Dresden
{#}BER: initiate the transportation of the device into space and beam up the AT.

Heinlein
=5328*C=665

Doctor Othis
Landt: Martell's Father died when he . . . When I was 25.

Captain Lewis
::arrives on ship::

Ltjg Ber
{Transporter}

Captain Lewis
XO: report!

Heinlein
:::Arrives on ship :::

Ltjg Ber
Cap: device scattered into space

Captain Lewis
Ber: thank you

Doctor Othis
::stops working on padd and puts feet on the floor:: Murdered!

Captain Lewis
::sighs::  Dresdan: good job

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: we are locked onto the trail of the the Runabout.  I suggest we fire on the device and destroy it in space before we leave.

Ltjg Ber
::lots af atoms with nowhere to go:;

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares to warp out on CO's command::

Lt. McDowell
Lewis: Sir, unless we destroy it, any ship within range will trigger it.

Captain Lewis
Dresdan : destroy the explosive device

Doctor Othis
Landt: Murders are so rare, how did it happen?

Cmdr. Dresden
::gets out of command chair::

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::stares off into space::  The man...who murdered him...he took me away...when I was 4 or 5...

Lt. McDowell
Lewis: I recommend putting up shields, and transmitting the following detonation code. ::sends it::

Heinlein
;;;getdown from transporter pad ::

Cmdr. Dresden
::looks to French: lock on and fire, French

AGM
Action: The device explodes in space, sending a class 5 shockwave throughout the system.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::eyes get watery::

Ltjg Ber
( i didn't materialize it,guys)

Cmdr. Mitchell
::prepares for maximum warp out of the asteroids::

Heinlein
:::rocks in mid step:::

Ltjg Ber
(I scatterd it)

Cmdr. Dresden
::geez I hate xhock waves::

Doctor Othis
::sound serious:: ::walks over to Landts Desk and sits in the guest chair::

Captain Lewis
French:Engage!

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::shakes her head::  Well, It's all over now.  ::grabs report and looks deeply into it..not really reading it::

Lt. McDowell
::sits back into chair as wave hits::

Captain Lewis
French: follow pursuit course on the runabout

AGM
Action: Several large asteroids are destroyed by the shockwave

Captain Lewis
:::gets rocked a bit as wave washes by::

Heinlein
Casptain : He will not be expecting us his last thoughts were of unabashed joy

Cmdr. Mitchell
::wonders what's going on?::

Ltjg Ber
::wonder if i could get a better chair::

Cmdr. Dresden
CO: mitchell has the course all plotted, sir, he should be able to find them quickly.  Engineering has maximum warp at our disposal.

Dr.(Lt.) Landt
::looks up as shock wave hits::  Enough about me...Let's get back to work::

Captain Lewis
::smiles at heinlein::

Heinlein
:::smiles at the shock he will get if we find him ::

Ltjg Ber
:: witha head rest::

Lt. McDowell
::begins working on a remote system shutdown subroutine for the runabout::

Captain Lewis
Tac: stand down red alert and maintain yellow alert

Cmdr. Mitchell
{warp}  ::warp's out of the asteroid belt::

AGM
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